Quantum Healer Programme/Course

- Major event in the Quantum Natural & Integrative Medicine
- Principles of Quantum Physics, with credentials, competence, credibility, right of healing, scope of practice.
- Principles of Quantum Physics & Quantum Medicine
- Primacy of Consciousness in Quantum Medicine: A fundamental Reality & Right Thinking
- Opens door to freedom of Health, to be treated in more harmonious & conscious way.
- Creates a status: Degree/Boards Certified/Affiliation

Primacy of Consciousness in Quantum Medicine

- The great universe outside is a shadow show projected on the wall of the cave, and we humans are shadow watchers
- In Quantum Physics, consciousness is like the light in Plato’s cave
- Right thinking: primacy of consciousness over matter

Gifts of Quantum Physics to Quantum Medicine

- Gifts are 2nd – 4th principles
- Second Principle: Non locality
- Third Principle: Tangled Hierarchy
- Fourth principle: Discontinuous Leap in Consciousness

Quantum Medicine

- Quantum Physics is a branch of science that deals with discrete, indivisible units of energy called ‘quanta’, as described by Quantum Theory.
- Science of possibilities...possibilities to choose from..who chooses? Quantum Consciousness...or God.

Principles of Quantum Physics & Quantum Healing/Medicine – Science/Spirituality

- The understanding of the subtle reality, through principles of Quantum Physics allows us to reunify Science and Belief system in the art of healing
- The dichotomy of Science and Spirituality is dissolved in the new Quantic perspective of the reality
- Quantum Medicine seen as a bridge for all religions & belief systems, through altered state of Consciousness
- Law of Complexity/intelligent design/Christianity
- ‘The concept of Mana surrounds and permeates Hawaiian thought and life, bridging the invisible and the feeling of separateness that we experience while living in a three-dimensional, seemingly finite universe.’
- Pila: “Everything is part of me and I am a part of everything” Native American Tradition
- Quantum Healing related to Ancient systems of Healing in regards to the Principles of Quantum Physics
- The First Principle: Consciousness a fundamental Reality
- Spirituality of all religions, understood as Quantum Physics, has shown that everything is interconnected.
- The experience of being surrounds and permeates by life itself, dissolves the feeling of separateness and is grounded in this perspective of reality, revealed by Quantum Physics

Relativity and altered states of Consciousness Tao of Physics

- Fritjof Capra (born February 1, 1939) is an Austrian-born American physicist.
- An Exploration of the Parallels Between Modern Physics and Eastern Mysticism.
- The Tao of Physics makes an assertion that Physics and Spirituality are both inexorably leading to the same knowledge.
- “Capra pushes for Western society to abandon conventional linear thought and the mechanistic views of Descartes”. Wikipedia
- States of Consciousness which have led transcendent spiritual experiences towards notions of space and time, are very similar to those implied by relativity theory
- A state of complete dissolution where there is no more distinction between mind and body, subject and object...every object is related to every other object... not only spatially, but temporally ”
- Transcendence belongs to all spiritual traditions
- In the transcendent experience of God, spirituality of all religions agree
- Difference appears when they attempt to put in words to the inexpressible reality
Quantum Medicine & Spirituality vs Materialism

• To be a Quantum Healer is not to run contrary to the modern world, but simply to run counter to materialism as it existed in every age.
• With supernatural eyes (quantum perception) simply see through the materialistic assumptions. It is to perceive what others cannot or will never be able to perceive.
• Downward Causation: Scientific Blueprint for Modern Medicine: Essential to Integrate Spirituality & Quantum Healing

Galileo Galilei

• Galileo Galilei’s (1564–1642) championing of Copernicanism was controversial within his lifetime. Galileo was eventually forced to recant his heliocentrism and spent the last years of his life under house arrest upon orders of the Roman Inquisition
• Shift in the way we relate to Life:
  Upward Causation (Matter is first)
  Elementary Particles → Atoms → Molecules → Cells → Brain → Consciousness
  Downward Causation (Consciousness is the ground of everything)
  Consciousness → Brain → Cells → Molecules → Atoms → Elementary Particles
• Consciousness is the only inclusive model that has the potential to integrate the dichotomy of mind and body, and harmonizes spirituality and science.
• Quantum physics dissolves the dualism trap by creating infinite possibilities for consciousness to choose from. “Integral Medicine” – Goswami

Downward Causation: Integrative Medicine

• Subtle energy is not a by-product of material chemistry
• Involves the pursuit of new meanings in medicine
• Balances the subtle and the gross
• Integrated vision, where the spiritual is acknowledged as a part of the material world
• Quantum consciousness is the source of healing

What is Consciousness?

• Consciousness is the ground of all being
• All possibilities exist in consciousness
• Consciousness chooses from all possibilities
• Nonlocal mediator between mind and brain (no signal is involved)
• cannot be defined by Philosophy
• Consciousness? ‘What the Bleep do We Know!’
• Foundation (fabric) of the universe
• Ocean of Pure Potentiality
• Pure abstract being
• Self-aware consciousness
• Pure Intelligence / Potentiality
• Wave of Infinite Possibilities
• The Self is a collapse of the wave function.

Fabric of Reality

• In Quantum physics there is no manifest material objects independent of subjects, the observers.
• Objects remain Potentia, Wave of possibility, until they are brought into manifestation through the act of observation.
• Quantum objects are wave of Possibility ...but possibility of what?
• Possibilities of consciousness to choose from
• When consciousness chooses, an actual event consisting of a subject looking at an object precipitates

Collapse

• Collapse means the change from possibility into actuality
• Collapse is the causal power of consciousness – Goswami
**Point Alpha**

- Quantum Physics reveals that consciousness is a fundamental reality.
- "Consciousness is the ground of Everything" = Amit Goswami & Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
- Teilhard de Chardin, Pierre (1881-1955) French Roman Catholic priest, geologist, paleontologist, and philosopher-theologian, noted for his evolutionary interpretation of humanity and the universe and his insistence that such a view is compatible with Christianity (not only Eastern spirituality)

**Teilhard de Chardin’s Evolutionary Theory**

"Biosphere"
- First phase of evolution
- The web of organic life around and about the material planet

"Noosphere"
- Second phase of evolution: “Sphere of evolving mind of humanity”
- ensemble of all these thoughts which somehow envelop the physical universe

- “Sphere of evolving mind of humanity”
- “The Noosphere exists in the other dimension of the world, in our civilization, in our books and in the internet, but not solely there—also has an internal dimension.”
- With the emergence of humanity, he argued, evolutionary development entered a new dimension.
- From the layer of living things covering the earth has emerged a mind layer surrounding the earth. (Biosphere)
- This human consciousness generates increasingly complex social that in turn give rise to a higher consciousness. (Noosphere)

“Christosphere”
- This process culminates in the convergence of the material and the spiritual into a Superconsciousness.
- Teilhard argued that the Omega Point resembles the Christian Logos, namely Christ, who draws all things into Himself, who in the words of the Nicene Creed: "God from God", "Light from Light", "True God from true God," and "through him all things were made."
- “When this inner vision of the Noosphere, right now quite fragmented, somehow fuses, thereby on an internal dynamics of its own, then there will be a new phase in our evolution, a quantum leap that Teilhard de Chardin call the Omega Point" ~Goswami
- “Omega Point” describes a maximum level of complexity and consciousness towards which he believed the universe was evolving.
- In this theory, developed by Teilhard in *The Future of Man* (1950), the universe is constantly developing towards higher levels of material complexity and consciousness, a theory of evolution that Teilhard called the

**Law of Complexity/Consciousness**
- Wikipedia

**Twenty Century: Mental Age (Noosphere)**

- Strive to do more and more sophisticated representations of the mind.
- The next stage of human evolution is the evolution of the capacity for making physical representations of the supramental, direct in the matter (without the mind or the vital body)

**Consciousness Being Aware of Itself**

- Science within consciousness… material world is designed to represent the possibilities of the unmanifest better and better as time proceeds through evolution (Quantum Biology)
- Transformation is important primarily to serve the evolution of consciousness

- Knowledge about the mechanics of Consciousness unleash the infinite power of Healing within.
- Quantum Natural & Integrative Medicine within Consciousness -- When The Healer merges Consciousness with Quantum Medicine s/he masters the art of healing
- In Modern Natural Medicine → Consciousness DOES Matter

**The Quantum Doctor-Healer Medicine is IN!**

- According to Dr Amit Goswami, author of “The Quantum Doctor,” Quantum Physics provides us a model that proposes consciousness as the underlying reality, the ground of all being, the basis for a deeper understanding of the Universe and the functioning of the art of Healing.
- Quantum Doctor proposes a scientific platform for Traditional Medicine (Rescue Modern Medicine)
- “The Quantum Healer will have a built-in advantage over the conventional doctor.
- He/she will have understood all three levels-mental-vital and physical, including our gross physical world
• He/she will be able, through quantum creativity, to see health as a transformative journey in all the domains of the mind and the vital energies
• He/she will be able to intuit new representations of meanings with more sophisticated structures of the mind

Gifts of Quantum Physics to Quantum Medicine

• Nonlocality
• Tangled Hierarchy
• Discontinuous leap in consciousness
• Nonlocality: Second Principle

Quantum Measurement

• The brain waves we see on an EEG indirectly reflect the activity of the mind or the mental body
• In Quantum biofeedback, the patterns of reactivity seen in the tri-vector information give us an indirect way to monitor vital body activity

Non Local Mind & Quantum Physics

• Mind-body theorists are therefore not being asked to "invent" non-locality.
• The experimental findings appear to be no longer in doubt. The fact that physicists are free to contemplate non locality surely makes it more permissible for mind-body theorists to do the same.

Water: liquid crystal for transfer of three-dimensional information
- tested before prayer, after prayer, the playing of Heavy Metal Music, Love and Appreciation

• “The events of collapse of the waves of possibility are the results of conscious choice downward causation” Goswami
• Here the individual is the artisan of his own world and imbalance.
• Through a process of awakening he will progressively attune with his own inner Self and recreate a state of positive health

Quantum Healer: Health a Potentia to actualize wave of possibilities

Collapse of quantum consciousness in the physical-vital-mental-supramental
• Transformation to a Positive Health (state of radiance) where the ego-conditioning expands to the Quantum Self awareness
• From a mode of degeneration-oxidation to a mode of regeneration - transformation to new physical properties
• Health remain as Potentia, waves of possibility, until brought into manifestation through the experience of transformation where consciousness collapses its full potentiality

Intention & Consciousness

• Nonlocality (subspace) responds to the power of intention
• Quality of: What are the factors that influence Intention?
  - The numbers of clients?
  - Relation/Healing
  - Quality of intent?
  - About (set up your own intent)
• Our intention comes to fruition...in that place where freedom is totally present
• What matters is Consciousness Intention.
• Intention occurs when we have the freedom to choose among quantum possibilities that then can become physical-mental-vital-supra-mental actuality ...become our healing actuality
• The Quantum Healer believes in the Power of Intention; Quantum Consciousness is Non Local
Scientific Research

- Russian Scientist: Human volition was the most powerful stimuli to affect the Electromagnetic radiation of the body (re. bio plasma).
- Psycho-Neuro-immunology: Power of the mind to enhance the functioning of the body’s Immune system to prevent and cure diseases.

“The main Question is not only how you relate with it, but what you do about it”
- Dr Goswami”
The Quantum Healer has a compassionate awareness of global and world health.

Responsibility to Share

- The Quantum Healer believes that the Healer & the Healee both have the responsibility to grow in harmony with natural and universal laws
- Knowing about the interconnectivity of our relationship, comes the responsibility to share this Light of understanding with the World as our expression and individual gift
- Relationships in the Quantum Reality: The healer also has the responsibility to grow in consciousness
- The client is the mirror of the Healer...society mirrors individual consciousness
- The consciousness of the healer is an attractor to solve it’s own conflict...
- Creation of More Coherence in the World
- Healing others through ourselves is creating more harmony in the world
- Humanitarian Services
- By increasing awareness about a new paradigm, a critical mass can be reached where the art of healing can be transformed through new values & meanings

Butterfly Power

- An ancient Chinese proverb says that the power of a butterfly’s wings can be felt on the other side of the world
- Edward Lorenz, a meteorologist considered one of the founders of chaos theory
- The Secret of the Amplified Small: Does the flap of a butterfly’s wings in Brazil set off a tornado in Texas?
- In a chaotic system, everything is connected, through negative and positive feedback, to everything else

- So somewhere in the real world one of those butterfly wing flaps is pushing a front or changing temperature
- The Quantum Healer envisions the full potential of human development and how this applies to the future of Medicine
- Promoting evolutionary ethics in medical research
- Bringing back to modern medicine new meanings... new purpose... more humanitarian and awareness

Humanitarian Awards

- Creating a community of Quantum Doctor / Medicine (Doctor of Natural or Integrative Medicine)
- That offered humanitarian services in their community and through the world.
- Quantum Natural Medicine Association-QNMA
  www.WONM.org World of Natural Medicine

Tangled Hierarchy: Third Principle

- Healing and Tangled Hierarchy...
- In the relationship of Quantum Doctor & Client, Healer & Healee, the hierarchy disappears... the client becomes the mirror of the healer...
- Have You Realized...? What wrong thoughts, disturbed emotions, wrong belief systems ...can do to your self?

Inadequacy of Perception of Meaning

- When we ascribe wrong mental meaning to our experience
- Separation (dis-ease)...wrong meaning in society = War
- The consequence is that we suppress our feelings (or create wrong emotions = feeling + wrong meaning)
- Ego-conditioning is a distortion of reality and a state of contraction where there is no freedom of choice
- Disease, pain and suffering are the pathways for Awakening to a greater reality: the Quantum Self
Vital Body

- Morphogenetic fields or blueprints and the mode of their quantum movement
- Has been defined by traditional Chinese medicine & Ayurveda medicine for century
- Physical: five Pillars (Traditional Naturopathic approach)

**Evaluation of the Terrain: Bio-Vital-Mental-Supramental**

- Stress Index and Collapse index of Quantum Consciousness

**Positive Healing is the True Science of Healing**

- The Quantum Healer engages the creative process simultaneously at all levels: Bliss-Supramental-Mental-Vital-Physical
- The notion of balance is important: Living in the Ego and living in the Quantum Self have to be balanced in a life focused on spiritual growth
- The Self Mode: 72 %; The Ego-Mode 28%
- In Quantum Medicine, the Quantum Doctor has to facilitate the transcendence of the ego-character to the emergence of the Quantum Self.
- *The Quantum Healer will address healing at many levels: where the highest permeate the lowest*

**Spirituality & Quantum Medicine**

- Spiritual Essence of Divine Light
- Intuitive - Essence - Archetype
- Psychic - Essence Mind - Concept
- Vital - Essence - Life Force
- Physical - Radiant - Vitality

- Wholeness (Bliss)
- Supra-mental: Unconscious
- Mental body: Mind Technique - e.g., Hypnotherapy, Zen Practice
- Vital Body: Relationship
- Physical: Life Food: Yoga: Breathing: Exercise: Tai Chi...
**Creatively Transforming the Conditioning Movement**

- The Quantum healer understands the movement of consciousness as it contributes to imbalances and prevents disease.
- The greatest challenge for the Quantum healer is to assist the transformational process from the ego-conditioned to the quantum self
- Consciousness Medicine is about creatively transforming the conditioned movement of chi at the organ-meridians-Marvelous vessels-Kouas from Ego-character to a Quantum-self personality
- Along with the conditioned movement of chi are associated the conditioned feelings (chakra), conditioned emotion, and conditioned movement of the mind (habit-patterns).

**Positive Health & Quantum Medicine**

- One day the subtle bodies will be attuned with the quantum consciousness within.
- "When we discover the evolutionary nature of the movement of consciousness in manifestation, we align ourselves with that movement" - Goswami
- Then there will be no more disease. An ageless state could be achieved (Actualization of the Spiritual Pattern)

**Positive is a Divine Right and a Potentia**

- Positive Health is embedded within everyone in the Quantum self.
- The right to actualize its full potentiality is a Divine Right that belong to everyone
- Perfect health is achieved when the Physical-Vital-Mental-Supramental are in tune, in congruence with the core source. At that point Positive Health will be expressed

**Discontinuous Leap in Consciousness: Fourth principle**

- The Quantum Healer experience allows consciousness to open the possibility for a quantum leap

**STAGES OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS**

1. Preparation
2. Incubation
3. Sudden Insight
4. Manifestation

**Quantum Creativity & Quantum Leap**

- Spontaneous healing testimonials of quantum leaps in the supramental (Deepak Chopra)
- Quantum Leap releases from the Supramental a new context and new meanings that allow Quantum creativity

**How do we to open up to creativity in the vital body and to a Quantum leap?**

1. **Preparation:**
   - Purity of intention
   - Slow down the vital body which has to heal and to create an openness and receptivity toward feelings.

2. **Unconscious Processing (Incubation):**
   - New techniques of vital body medicine (Quantum biofeedback, chakra medicine, acupuncture etc.)
   - The healed use unlearned stimuli to generate uncollapsed possibility waves at the vital and supramental (which guide the vital) levels
   - In our ego we can’t choose from these possibilities

   The mental can give meaning not the computer!
   - Thinking requires a separate mental body. Computers are symbol processing machines; they cannot process meaning.
   - So mental possibilities are distinctly nonmaterial. They are possibilities of meaning.

**Human Consciousness: Infinite Possibilities**

- Indigo: 4-5 Generation
  (Information- symbol processing machine)
- Brain : 17-18 generation
  (To process meaning requires mind in addition to matter which merely represents the mental meaning)

**Evaluation: Horizontal & Vertical Process**

- From the unconscious reactivity, the practitioner collects the data
- The meaning that emerges from this horizontal – vertical process, is the result of the mind’s interpretation
A new Gestalt of meaning and the new context that makes sense of that Gestalt will be the responsibility of the practitioner (mind).

**3 - Sudden Insight: Revolution**

- Waiting for the supramental intelligence to descend and create the same kind of revolution at the feeling level as the creative insight at the mental level.
- Next effect of the Quantum leap, is the coming into existence of new blueprints to help consciousness to rebuild – regenerate the used-disease organs.

Opening: Comes with Force or Grace:
- Ah-ah experience of inner or outer mental creativity...feeling of heat, tingle, chills....
- Our awareness within is invisible to the outside world as the Supramental State is invisible to the outer world.

**Creativity of the Vital-Physical Body**

- Each chakra (organs): we have a vital ego-persona, associated with our habit patterns of feeling.
- Creativity of the vital-physical body for a well person is creative movement of vital energy beyond the conditioned movements of the physical ego/persona.

**Quantum Healing: The opportunity to probe deeper into the supramental domain of consciousness.**

- In healing we invoke new vital blueprints for the same vital functions in order to cope with the new context.
- Possibility of making direct physical representations of supramental archetypes.
- The supramental mental domain of consciousness contains the laws and archetypal contexts of physical, vital, and mental movements.

Archetype in the supramental guides the purposive movement of the vital blueprint.

- Behind the equation (mental representation of a law), there is an archetype (supramental).
- Archetype = purposed movement of consciousness (wave of possibilities).
- Archetype constitutes the most secret compartment of the possibilities of becoming for consciousness or the supramental compartment.

**4 - Manifestation: The Major challenge in Quantum healing**

A) How to install health definitively
B) How to maintain the momentary collapse that has happened in the Insight.

**Quantum Healing is the true Science of Healing**

- Three bodies as one merging with each other and acting as one body.
- Knowledge of Universal and Natural Laws.

**Quantum Healer: Health a Potentia to actualize wave of possibilities**

- The perfect movement or full collapse of wave possibility of Quantum Consciousness.
- The Quantum Doctor intends to harmonize the client supramental with the mental and vital bodies...but also tune the supramental with the inner source... to allow full potentiality...
- Collapse of Quantum Consciousness in the physical-vital- mental-supramental.
- Transformation to a Positive Health (state of radiance) where the ego-conditioning expands to the Quantum Self awareness.
- From a mode of degeneration-oxidation to a mode of regeneration-transformation to new physical properties.
- Health remain as Potentia, waves of possibility, until brought into manifestation through the experience of transformation where consciousness collapse its full potentiality.
Quantum Medicine: A return to compassion and caring with detachment

Bring back Medicine... it’s real meaning:
• No harm... promoting Positive Health...
• Health as a journey towards consciousness, growth, harmony, peace, and the absence of suffering.

Quantum Model
Spirituality & Scientific Medicine

This Quantum model acknowledges the supremacy of Consciousness over matter as the basis of the fabric of reality. From the point of view of Quantum Physics, some of the basic concepts of various medicines & Spirituality, such as Homeopathy, Auriculotherapy, Aromatherapy, Hypnotherapy, Quantum Biofeedback, Hormonology, Mind-based Medicine, Natural Medicine, Iridology, Quantum Medicine and many Belief systems (of Spirituality), become as logical, elegant and satisfying as the interpretation of Quantum Physics itself.